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About This Game

Main Features

Put Some G-Power In Your Weapons
GG2 offers 6 main weapons, each has a unique feel, ammunition, an alternate fire mode, a variety of unique power-ups and you
can even level them up. Every time you kill enemies, they will drop small G letters. Collect them to power up your weapons to
make them more and more deadly over time. But be aware! Each time an enemy hits you, you will lose a certain amount of G-

Power.

Explore New Worlds
The game starts off in a small building, from which you have to escape. The more you explore, the more will the world open up.
Get more and more items and power-ups that will give you the necessary abilities to reach new places. Find abandoned subway-

stations to travel to far-away new places or go through portals and travel across the hellish parallel-dimension!

Power-Up Your Character
Another feature is the Power-Up system. Whenever you obtain special Power-Orbs in the game, you can use them in your status

screen to upgrade ascpects, weapons or items of your character. You decide if a weapon should have more power, bigger clip
size, faster fire rate etc, or if you need more protection, or better health supplies. Spend your Power-Orbs wisely to become

more versatile or focus them to become a specialized killing machine.

Advanced Blood & Gore FX
When I go see a zombie movie and there are no bucketloads of blood in it, I would say “Hey mister, cool flick, but where’s the
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damn blood?”. To avoid such emails from angry players, GunGirl 2 offers a whole ton of high-quality blood effects to please all
zombie fans!

Lots of Quests
There are several main- and sub-quests in the game. You can get them from surviving npcs or even from unholy items and they

have smaller or bigger impacts on the story. They are NOT grind-quests to cheat a longer playtime! That’s a no-go

High Replayability Value
If the 4-8 hours of playtime (on normal mode) aren’t enough for your zombiekilling-desire, the game offers a total of 3

difficulty settings (from Normal to Iron Maiden), unlockable playmodes and even a secret character!

Music by Josh Whelchel
This guy is pure gold. He made some of the most memorable soundtracks for indie-games such as Bonesaw or The Spirit Engine

2 and now he has blessed this game with another awesome soundtrack :)
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Fun Game, and Great Graphics, for it's time. Unfortuatly time has surely taken it's toll on this game. Because of improving
graphics and optimized controls, this game has become obsolete. I know that Swat 4 is still very playable, but unfortuatly Swat 3
is not as much. It's just hard for me personally to play a game that's Characters heads arn't smooth. The graphics are definatly
worse than the pictures in the store, I would not be complaining if this game was around $5 because of it's age but $10 is a bit
much. Don't waste your money on this game and just wait untill swat 4 comes to steam. -Over And Out-. :))))))))))) such a fun
game when u dont know what to do. With Black Ice, one of the best HoI, far better than HoI 4 , the only problem, a bit too
much bugs, if they took their inspiration from HoI 3 BI, the fouth of the name would have been a masterwork !. This game is
horrible. Please don't play it, don't waste that little money you have because it's not worth it. I made a gameplay and god. Boring
game.. Its a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game
bet it in \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing less than 5 minutes and then never played it again. This game was great. Sure I got stuck
in one or two places, but that could just be me. Overall, the game gives a great narrative and delivers some intersting gameplay
mechanics. This Game is stupid, Is what someone would say that hadnt played bit blaster before even though currently i havent
played it much of it i can already see that this game will be fun for a very long time especially to me. It brings back memories of
me going to those arcades and playing the game that you would spend token after token on, but this is even better because once
you buy it you dont need to pay again, you can just keep on play for hours on end. Also I LOVE the cool power ups for your
ship and how there sre so many of them my personal favourite is the one that makes a beam come out of your ship. I also love
how there many different ships that provide different styles of play! I highly reccomend this game to any who is interested in
those bring em back arcade type of games, and even to those who arent into that kinda stuff! Overall 10 out of 10.
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i like it except for the timer
. loved these. Just like when I played version 1.0, this version of the game is awesome. I had a lot of fun playing it from the new
ATB system (with blocking), to how you learn new spells, to the new improved storyline. LIke I said after I played the 1.0 I am
hoping for a Valcarta II to pop up sometime in the future.

Now that I finished the Light Path storyline, I just need to work on the Dark Path Storyline...which I'm sure it's going to be
interesting as heck to get through.. Money well spent.. Its like a more relatable Papers Please. 10/10 can play while paused

( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Pretty sure most people know what they're getting into by now with Spiderweb games.

This is a remake of a remake, a turn-based, party RPG with an open world, tons of quests, and a legitimately interesting world
and story.

It's not going to change your life, but it will pass the time pleasantly to be sure.
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